The Connecticut Department of Transportation  
Landscape Design Unit  
Roadside Development Submittal Flow Chart

Sub Contractor Compiles required submittals  
SEND TO GENERAL CONTRACTOR

General Contractor reviews, attaches their cover letter  
SEND TO DOT INSPECTOR  
Revisions Required?

DOT Inspector reviews, attaches and fills out interdepartmental Roadside Development Transmittal  
SEND TO DOT LANDSCAPE  
Revisions Required?

DOT Landscape reviews, responds with required revisions—Contractor to resubmit submittals as directed

Once all revisions are satisfied and resubmitted to DOT Landscape, material testing/inspection will be performed

DOT Landscape responds with findings—Contractor to address any issues, resubmit with revisions as required  
Revisions Required?

Once all revisions are satisfied and all material is approved, DOT Landscape will return interdepartmental transmittal to DOT Inspector noting approvals and special conditions